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Overview  

• The research data I use and 
create  

 

• Some personal perspectives  

 

• ESF SPB on research 
infrastructures in the Digital 
Humanities: key findings from 
pan-European perspective  
 

 



Research data 

Source: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3AHoellischer_Proteus.jpg  By 

Erasmus Francisi (1627-1694) was the author of the book [Public domain], via 

Wikimedia Commons   

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File%3AHoellischer_Proteus.jpg


Characteristics of Humanities Sources 

• Artifacts of, inter alia, human expression, interaction and 

imagination form the key Humanities ‘data-sets’ which are 

highly heterogeneous in form 

• Collected rather than generated and rarely by those who  

created them 

• Complex: variants, annotation, editorial comment 

• Multi-script and multi-lingual 

• Long-lasting both as objects of study and reference  

• Same object can be studied for many purposes 

• Humanities research often aims to explore questions 

rather than solve them (process not product)   

 



My datasets: plain text publications  

• Hardcopy and electronic 

• Some open source some not 

• Some in institutional repository 



My datasets: encoded text  

• Lots and lots of XML encoded text  

• Multilingual  

• Collected as well as generated  



My datasets: sound created by me   

• Recordings of Oral  

History interviews 

 (WAV, mp3)  

 

• Lecture recordings  

(mp3)  



My datasets: sound and video used by me   

• Podcasts in research  

and teaching (mp3) 

 

• Videos in  

research and teaching  

(mp4, flash, html5) 

 



My datasets: image    

 

 

© British Museum  



My datasets: social media     

• Twitter 

 

• My Blog   

 



Some personal needs and wants      

• Bridging management and sharing of physical 

and digital resources  

• Federated search (including e.g. blogs) and 

better interlinking of results   

• More documentation of ‘interpretative’ processes 

and interventions 

• More use of standards  

• Appreciation of the bespoke and striking a careful 

balance       

 



ESF SPB 43 on RIs in DH  

 

 

http://www.esf.org/hosting-experts/scientific-review-groups/humanities/strategic-

activities/research-infrastructures-in-the-humanities.html 
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RIs: some operational criteria       

 

 



Needs and wants 1: more attention!     

 

The European Strategy Forum on Research 

Infrastructures (ESFRI) roadmap  has made clear 

the importance of dedicated Humanities RIs. 

However, only two Humanities RIs have been 

funded through this initiative. 

 

(note: this and the following slides quoted from ESF 

SPB recommendations)    

 



Needs and wants 2: present and future?   

• Detailed inventory of state of the art and future 

wants (see MERIL) 

 

• Fostering of partnerships across communities and 

institutions (scholarly community/libraries/archives/ 

museums/private institutions and, where 

appropriate, public bodies and the commercial 

sector) to achieve better coordination of funding 

and activities at European level in the fields of 

cultural heritage and scientific production. 

 



Needs and wants 3:  strategic developments 
 

• RIs that offer open access to processed as well as original data, with regulation by 

funding agencies of public access to research sources and outcomes of publicly-financed 

projects (public access to publicly-funded research including permission to reuse data). 

 

• RIs that reach across linguistic borders and provide access  to large multilingual datasets 

from different cultures to inform comparative and transnational research. 

 

•  Legal instruments (copyright regulations and relevant policies) on a national and 

international level in order to respond to and steer the digital environment potential 

according to an open access policy.  

 

• The sustainability of RIs through long-term funding commitment beyond thematic or 

project-based models and their development.  

 

•  The deposit of data in certified repositories, in order to avoid in future non-accessibility 

or even loss of primary source materials. 



Needs and wants 4: academic recognition 

• The change towards a culture of recognition that accepts 

the process-oriented character of digital publications. 

 

• The establishment of more comprehensive clearing and 

authoritative mechanisms (including peer review) to secure 

scholarly reliability and recognition of research across 

international and interdisciplinary collaborations.  

 

• The fostering of interdisciplinary tools and teams where all 

contributing specialist roles and competences are recognised 

and rewarded. 



Needs and wants 5: dissemination and 

outreach  

 

• RIs with outreach built into their management plans. It is the social 

dimension of RIs that ensures their good functioning: technological 

changes are bound to bring innovation only when intellectual and 

cultural resources are interacting and performing at the best of their 

potential. 

 

• The demonstration and dissemination of scholarly results of research 

products arising from/facilitated by RIs. 

 

• The dissemination of existing models of good community of practice in 

order to provide education to researchers on how to build new and 

effective community infrastructures and use existing ones. 



Needs and wants 6:evaluation of RIs  

• Implementation of improved and agreed systems for 

evaluation of RIs and non-traditional outputs  

 

• Recognition and credit of interdisciplinary contributions 

across research project partners by the European funding 

agencies and academic professional organisations. 

 

• Recognition, credit and career perspectives to foster and 

promote a new generation of young researchers who will be 

able and willing to take on such challenges 



 

 

 


